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The Influence of Width of Tire on 
Draft of Wagons. 
By H. J. WATERS, Director. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS. 
NUMEROUS TEs'rs OF THE DRAFT OF WIDE AND NAI~ROW TIRED WAGONS 
HAVE BEEN MADE AT 'l'HIS STATION DUIUNG 'l'HE PAST TWO YEARS, ON MAC-
ADAM, GHAVEL, AND DIR'l' IWADS IN ALL CONDITIONS, AND ON MEADOWS, 
PASTURES, AND PLOWED FIELDS DOTH WET AND DRY. 'l'HE DRAFT HAS 
BEEN DETERMINED BY MEANS OF A SELF RECOIWING DYNAMOME'l'ER. 'l'HE 
NET LOAD WAS IN EVERY TRIAL 'l'HE SAME, VIZ., 2,000 POUNDS. CONTRAIW 
TO PUBLIC EXPECTATION. IN A T,ARGE MA.TORITY m ' CASES 'l'HE DRAh'T WAS 
MATERIALLY LESS WHEN TIRES SIX INCHES IN WID'rfI WERE USED THAN 
WHEN THE TESTS WERE MADE WITH 'rmES 01' S'l'ANDARD WIDTH-l% 
INCHES. THE FOLLOWING IS A SUMMARY 01<' THE RESULTS; 
I. ON MACADAM STI~EET, AS AN AVERAGE 01' THE 'I'WO 'rRIALS MADE 
A LOAD OF 2,518 POUNDS COULD HAVE m;EN HAULED ON ~'HE BROAD 'rmES 
WITH THE SAME DRA~''l' THAT A LOAD 010' 2,000 POUNDS I~EqumED ON THE 
NARROW TIRES. 
II. GRAVEL ROAD. IN ALl, CONDI'l'IONS 01<' THE Gl~AVEL ROAD, EXCl<,PT 
WET AND SLOPPY ONTOI', THE DRA~'T O~' THE JlROllD TIRED WAGON WAS 
VERY MUCH LESS THAN THAT 01' 'l'HE NARROW TIRED WAGON. AVERAGING 
THE SIX TRIALI>, A LOAD O~' 2,482 POUNDS COULD DIC HAUI,ED ON THE BROAD 
TIRES WITH THE SAME DRA~'T REQUIRED 1,'OH A LOAD 01" 2,000 POUNDS ON 
THE NARROW TIRES. 
III. DIRT ROADS. (a). WHEN DRY, HAHD, AND FREE ~'HOM RU'l'S 
AND DUST, 2,530 POUNDS COULD HAVE BEEN HAULED ON THE BROAD TIRES 
WITH THE SAME DRAFT REQUIHED Ii'OR 2,000 POUNDS ON ~'HE NARROW TIRES. 
(b). WHEN THE SURFAOE WAS COVERED WITH TWO OR THREE INCHES OF 
VERY DHY, LOOSE DUST, THE HESULTS WERE UNFAVORABLE '1'0 THE BROAD 
TIRE. THE DUST ON THE ROAD IN EACH OF THESE TRIALS WAS UNUSALIN 
DEEP. (0). ON OLAY ROAD, MUDDY AND' STICKY ON THE SURFACE AND 
FIRM UNDERNEATH, THE RESULTS WERE UNU'ORMLY UN~'AVORABLE TO THE 
BROAD TIRES. Cd). ON CLAY ROAD, WITH MUD DEEP, AND DRYING ONTOI', 
OR DRY ON TOP AND SPONGY UNDERNEATH, A LARGE NUMBER OF TESTS 
SHOWED UNIFORMLY FAVORABLE TO THE BROAD TIRE. THE DIFFERENCE 
AMOUNTED TO FROM 52 TO 61 PER CENT, OR ABOUT B,200 POUNDS' COULD 
HAVE HEEN HAULED ON THE BROAD TIRES WJTH THE SAME DRAFT REQUIRED 
TO DRAW 2,000 POUNDS ON THE NARROW TIRES. IN THIS CONDITION OF 
ROAD THE BROAD TIRES SHOW TO THEIR GREATEST ADVANTAGE. As ~'HE 
ROAD DRIES AND BECOMES FIRMER, THE DIFFERlj:NCE BETWEEN THE DRAFT 
O;F THE BROAD AND NARROWTIR.ES GRADUALLY DIMINISHES UNTIL IT 
REACHES ABOUT 25 TO 30 PER CENT ON DRY, HARD, SMOOTH DIRT, GRAVEL 
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OR MACADAM ROAD, IN FAVOR OF THE BROAD TIRE. ON THE OTHER HAND, 
AS THE MUD BECOMES SOFTER AND DEEPER, THE DIFFEREN.CE BETWEEN THE 
DRAFT OF THE TWO TYPES OF WAGONS RAPIDLY DIMINISHES UNTIL THE CON-
DITION IS REACHED WHEN THE MUD ADHERES TO BOTH SETS OF WHEELS; 
HERE THE ADVANTAGE Or THE BROAD TIRES CEASES ENTIRELY, AND THE 
NARROW TIRES PULL MATERIALLY LIGHTER. (e) . CLAY ROAD, SURFACE 
DRY. WITH DEEP RUTS CUT BY THE NARROW TIRES IN THE ORDINARY USE OF 
THE ROAD. IN EVERY TRIAL THE FIRST RUN OF THE BROAD TIRE OVER THE 
NARROW TIRE RUTS HAS SHOWN A MATERIALLY INCREASED DRAFT WHEN 
COMPARED WITH THAT OF THE NARROW TIRE RUN IN ITS OWN RUT. THE 
SECOND RUN OF THE BROAD TIRES IN THE SAME TRACK WHERE THE RUT IS 
NOT DEEP COMPLETELY ELIMINATED THIS DISADVANTAGE, AND SHOWED A 
T,IGHTER DRAFT FOR THE BROAD TIRE THAN THE NARROW TIRE SHOWED IN 
THE FIRST RUN. WHERE THE RUTS WERE EIGHT INCHES DEEP WITH RIGID 
WALLS, THREE RUNS OF THE BROAD TIRE IN ITS OWN TRACK OVER THE RUTS 
WERE REQUIRED TO ELIMINATE THE DISADVANTAGE. THREE RUNS OF THE 
BROAD TIRE OVER THIS TRACK HAVE IN ALL CASES BEEN SUFFICIENT, HOW-
EVER, TO SO IMPROVE THE ROAD SURFACE THAT BOTH THE BROAD AND 
NARROW TIRED WAGONS PASSED OVER THIS ROAD WITH LESS DRAFT THAN 
THE NARROW TIRES DID IN THE ORIGINAL RUTS. IN ADDITION TO THE 
SAVING OF DRAFT, THE ROAD WAS MADE VERY MUCH MORE COMFORTABLE 
AND PLEASANT FOR THE USERS OF LIGHT VEHICLES AND PLEASURE CAR-
RIAGES BY THE FEW RUNS OF THE SIX INOH TIRE. SUMMING UP ALL THE 
TESTS ON DIRT ROADS, IT APPEARS THAT THERE ARE BUT THREE CON-
DITIONS ON WHICH THE BROAD TIRES DRAW HEAVIER THAN THE NAR-
ROW TIRES, VIZ.: (1) WHEN THE ROAD IS SLOPPY, MUDDY OR STICKY 
ON THE SURFACE AND FIRM OR HARD UNDERNEATH; (2) WHEN THE SUR-
FACE IS COVERED WITH A VERY DEEP LOOSE DUST AND HARD UNDERNEATH; 
(3) WHEN THE MUD IS VERY DEEP AND SO STIOKY THAT IT ADHERES TO 
THE WHEELS OF BOTH KINDS OF WAGONS. IT APPEARS THAT THE DUST 
MUST BE EXTRAORDINARILY DEEP TO SHOW A HIGHER DRAFT FOR THE BROAD 
THAN FOR THE NARROW TIRES. THE THREE CONDITIONS JUST NAMED, 
THEREFORE, ARE SOMEWHAT UNUSUAL AND OF COMPARATIVELY SHORT 
DURATION. THROUGH A MAJORITY OF DAYS IN THE YEAR AND AT TIMES 
WHEN THE DIRT ROADS ARE MOST USED AND WHEN THEIR USE IS MOST 
IMPERATIVE, THE BROAD TIRED WAGONS PULL MATERIALLY LIGHTER THAN 
THE NARROW TIRED WAGONS. 
IV. A LARGE NUMBER OF TESTS ON MEADOWS, PASTURES, STUBBLE 
LAND, CORN GROUND, AND PLOWED GROUND IN EVERY CONDITION, FROM DRY, 
HARD AND FIRM TO VERY WET AND SOFT, SHOW WITHOUT A SINGLE EXOEP-
TION A LARGE DIFFERENCE IN DRAFT IN FAVOR OF THE BROAD TIRES. THIS 
DIFFERENOE RANGED FROM 17 TO 120 PER CENT. 
V. IT APPEA.RS THAT SIX INCHES IS THE BEST WIDTH OF TIRE FOR A 
OOMBINA.TION FARM AND ROAD WAGON, AND THAT BOTH AXLES SHOULD BE 
THE SAME LENGTH SO THAT THE FRONT AND HIND WHEELS WILL RUN IN THE 
SAME TRACK. 4 
DETAILS OF THE EXPERIMENTS. 
It is estimated that the public roads of the United States 
aggregate 1,500,000 miles in length. Conservative estimates* 
place the total wagon transportation in the United States at 
approximately 500,000,000 tons. The average distance of 
haul is placed at eight miles, and the average cost of transport-
ing one ton this distance is assumed to be $2, making the total 
yearly cost for wagon freighting $ I ,000,000,000. It is claimed 
that this freight could be transported the distance of eight 
miles over first class roads at an average cost of 80 cents 
per ton. On this basis, a saving of $600,000,000 a year in the 
cost of wagon transportation could be effected with first class 
roads in all sections of the country. The magnitude of this 
saving will be better appreciated when it is realized that it 
amounts to about one fourth of the value, on the farm, of all 
the farm products of the United States. 
In round numbers the sum of $20,000,000 is paid out each 
year for the maintenance of our public roads outside of the 
cities. This estimate does not include the cost of permanent 
improvements. Thus at the end of the year, after an expendi-
ture of $20,000,000, the roads of the country are no better than 
they were at the beginning of the year. The tax-payers may 
go on paying this enormOllS sum for the maintenance of the 
public highways under the present system for an indefinite time 
without securing improved roads. All improvement must 
come from expenditures above this amount, from changes in 
the methods of repairing the highways or from the mon° careful 
use .of them after they are repaired. 
The maintenance of our public highways i . therefore a se-
rious problem involving the expenditure of large sums of Ilioney 
and all means for reducing this expense without impairing the 
efficiency of the system should be immediately adopted. 
In all suggestions for highway improvement, considerable 
stress has been laid upon the advantage~ accruing to the roads 
from the use at broad tires in lieu of the narro N tires so gen-
erally used. It i~ on all sides admitted that these narrow tired 
*Gen. Roy Stone, U. S. Department of Agriculture, Bulletin No. 10, p . 8. 
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whee ls arc amo ng- th e m ost <i es trllcli\ e agellt,; to th e stree ts, 
1l1 :lcad:IIl1 , g r:l\ e l, :llld dir t ro: ld 5, and to th e fi el ds, l11eatl o w s 
~l1d P:l stur 'S o f the f:lI"Ill S. The introdu ctio l1 in rece nt ye; lrs of 
th e wide tired mc talli c whee l :\t aho ut th e pri ce u sually paid 
fur lll l" o rd in:lr.y 11 :lrrow tired whee ls, h as rellloved on c ve ry 
s(;rioll s o hject ion to the proposed whstit llti on o f b ro:ld tir 'S for 
• th e narrow tn'es Il O W ill II SC. 
Th e tests thll s f:lr mad e h:1\' sho wn in th e ma in that th c 
draft is l e~s whe n th e \\ id c I. ires arc II scd , ye t thesc results h avc 
Ji'i(Ju, J'e 1. Bl'mHZ Tirm l " r(l (fnu , o";ai."uUy II,,, Orr/ili",'/! " '''f/Oll 011 ,,,hlc lt th ,. '1 ItU ' J'OW 
1;'r(',Z wh er' l N ,,(,t'e beeu "(Op T"" ,." 'ttlth s i rl- ' u ·!t ('e l ."i " ,Ith xloX' i ll,'" 1I ,' (,s, 1~(J (, " f'(l "",d dYII" '" 
IIl o'w c' ''e l' a tta(·/, ,, ,1. 
not bcen accepted as conclus ive and final h y the public, a nd 
th e re yet remain s in the mind s of many inte lligcnt fa rme rs and 
team ste rs a we ll de fined a nd pos iti ve co nv iction th a t thc wide 
t ire w ill draw ve ry m Ll h h eav ier ovcr road s in w h a t may be 
term ed Ilv('rag-c conditi on, and th at in mud they w ill draw so 
l11u ch heav ie r as to positive ly preclude th e ir u se . C lear ly a ll 
efforts to indu ce th e far m ers and tcam s ters to adopt the broad 
6 
tirL's mu s t I,c [utile so long' as th c rL' is ;\n y qUL' s ti on as to th e 
rcl:t ti vc dra.ft o f t.h e two c lnsses or \\' h ee ls on roads ill thc dif-
fercnt conditi o ns . 
To sccure r ' Iiahle illformati on on thi s point thi s S t:lti o ll 
ulld er took to llIak e carci' 11i com pari so ns o f th e draft of I , :' 
in ch ;111(1 (j in ch tires on dirt , g ra H' I, :I nd nl :lcad:11lI rO:ld s, 
;Ind 01 1 th e plowed field s, me :ld o\\'s ;llld pa st1ll'L's or til l' (:lnll, ill 
a ll conditi o ns. It \\, :IS propose d III h:II'C t.h ese tri :li s (,O\ ' ('J' all 
e ntire ye ar , so as to hc cL' rl:lin t.l!altlll'Y c llIl,r:! 'ed a ll co ndilions 
1"i(JIII'f' '!. " '(lI'I'OU ' '(,1,'(' (/ " 'af/O ll , I fl utt ,.,/ till" tiJ/Htt'lUtJlllt' l t' ,' all",'II I' t{ . 
of road surfa c u ~ l1 a ll y fOIII!(J. This wo rk was I,eg-lln car ly in 
Janllary , 1896, :Inti W:l S co ntinu d w ith o ut interrupti on to Sep-
te mber, 1897, actu all y covering more than tw e illy 1lI 0 nth s. The 
tes ts were made with a Giddi ngs se lI-re ording dy n:lmol11 e ler 
regi s t ring a maximum s tl' fl in f 3,000 pounds, a nd readin g to 
ap prox imate ly fi ve pound s. 
In co mputing th ' rcsu lts thc meal! h e ig ht o r th dy na mom-
eter a utog raph above t hc ze ro li ne W:lS determine d by di viding 
the area of the section , as d e lerm ined by a planim eter , by its 
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length. These results were also comp Ired in nearly every trial 
with those obtained by making frequent measurements of the 
height of the autograph line above the zero and averaging these 
m asurt'ments. In most instances the results of the two meth-
ods agreed quite closel), although in a few cases there was 
considerable difference. 
The narrow wheels were standard width, inch and a half 
tire, such as are made for the ordinary three and one fourth 
inch wagon. The wide tired wheels were metallic with six 
inch tires, cast to fit the spindles of the wagon purchased with 
narrow tired wheels. Many of the trials were made with the 
same wagon, the wheels being changed. In all cases the same 
net load, 2,000 pounds, was hauled. The wide tired wheels 
weighed nearly 250 pounds more than the narrow tired wheels 
but the net load 01 the two wagons was the same. Both sets 
of wheels were the same height. 
At least once each month the readings of the dynamometer 
were carefully compared with those of tested Fairbanks scales. 
The minimum length of run was 200 feet and return. In many 
cases this was increased to 400 or 600 feet. By averaging the 
draft of the round trip the difference in the level of the surfaee 
of the road was neutralized, and the average draft here re-
ported is theoretically that of a perfectly level stretch. Care 
in all cases was exercised to have the speed of the teams 
l1Ulform. about 2 I-2 miles per hour. 
Prof. C. M. Conner, B. S., Assistant Agriculturist of the 
\ Station, had charge of the details of the trials up to March, 
1897, when he resigned to accept the Assistant Professorship of 
Agriculture in the South Carolina Agricultural College. Mr. 
D. W. May, M. Agr., Assistant Agriculturist, conducted the 
work after that date. Credit is due both of these men for most 
careful and intelligent work. 
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RESULTS. 
r. Macadam Street. 
Hard, smodh, nearly level, and eomparatively freu from dust, loose 
stone or sand. Length of runs 400 feet. 
Trial made August 29, 1896. Average draft. 
Narrow tire... . .. . . . . . . .., ... . . .. . , . .. . ". , .. ... . , .. . . . 99.4 pounds. 
Wide tire. , ... ... , , . . " " ..... . , ... . . . " . . ... . .. , 73.4 
Difference in favor of broad tire ... . . . . . . ..... . . . . . . 26.0 " 
Pereentage differenee. .. . . .. . ... .. .... .... .. 35.7 
Trial made September 12, 1896. Average draft . 
Narrow tire : . . . . . .... . . ., ' . , . . .. . , . .... . . .. . . . " ... . 143.5 pounds. 
Wide tire. , ., . . , . ' . . .. ' , ... , . . . . . . .. . . . . 123.4 
Difference in favor of broad tire .... . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .... 20.1 " 
Pereentage ditrerenee.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. , ..... . . 16.3 
Contrary to general expectations the bro:ld tire pulled the 
lighter on the hard, inelastic, smooth surface of the rock road. 
In these trials there was a difference in draft in favor of 
the broad tires amounting to 26 pounds 01' 35.7 per cent in one 
trial and 20. I pounds, or I6'3 per cent in another, or an aver-
age of 2 I pounds, or 26 per cent, the trials being almost a 
month apart. In other words, with the draft required to draw 
2 ,000 pounds over this road on narrow tired wheels a load of 
2,7 I4 pounds could have been hauled on the broad tires in one 
trial, and 2,322 pounds in the second trial, or 2,5 IS pounds as 
an average of both trials. 
This assumes that the traction of a wagon varies directly 
as the net load. As a matter of fact the equation connecting 
the tractive force with the net load is an equation of a higher 
power than the first power and in calculating the net load 
giving equal drafts the dead weight of the wagon should be 
considered. Since, however, this method would show a still 
greater advantage in a majority of cases to the broad tire, all 
computation in this Bulletin are based on the net load. 
II. Gravel Road. 
(a) Hard surface, no ruts, some loose stones size of blaek walnuts 
Trial made Oetober 12, 1896 . .. Length Qf run, 400 feet. 
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Narrow tires ... . . . ' ... . .. 
Broad tires. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , ,., . .", . ... . . .. , . ... ,. 
Average draft . 
. 218.4 pounds. 
163.8 
Difference in favor of broad tires.. . . . . ." ... ... . .. , 54.6 
" 
Percentage difference .... ...... . . ,. .. . . . . . , .. . , ... .. 33.3 
(b) Dry, hard and free from dust. A few loose stones lying on the 
surface. Length of run, 400 feet. Trial made November 20, 1896. 
Narrow tires .. .. ... , , .. , ... ... . . 
Broad tires . . . . . . . . . . .... .... .. " .. 
Average draft. 
. . . . . . . . . .. .. 145.7 pounds. 
. , . . . . . . .. . .. 100.2 " 
Difference in favor of broad tires ... " . . . . .. . , .. .. .. .. . . 45.5 " 
Percentage difference .. .,. . " .. ... ' . . .. . ... ,'... . 45.4 
(c) A large quantity of sand in the gravel which prevented it from 
packing perfectly. Road dry and free from ruts. Run made August 29, 
1896. I.length of run, 400 feet. 
Average draft. 
Narrow tires . ..... .... ... .... .. ...... ...... .. .... .. 239.1 pounds. 
Broad tires .. . .. " .. ...... . ... . ' . . .. .. . . . . .... . .... . 156.7 " 
Difference in favor of broad tire ... . ..... . , ... . ... . ... , .. 72.4 
Percentage difference in favor of broad tire ...... .. .. . .. ,. 45.5 
Cd) New. Before the gravel had. become compacted, reasonably dry 
and firm. No ruts. Length of run, 400 feet. March 20, 1897. 
Average draft . 
Narrow tire. . . ... . . , . . ......... .. . , ... , . .... 329.9 pounds. 
Broad tire ... , . .. . • • •••• •.•• • ••• ••• ••• • •••• •• "'t 260.5 " 
Difference in favor of broad tire. . . . . . . . . . '" .. . . . ...... 69 .4 " 
Percentage difference in favor of broad tire . . ... . . .. . .... 26.6 
(e) Water standing on surface. Loose sand varied in depth from 1 
to 2Yz inches. Wide tire forced most of the slush out of ibs track. No 
rut remained. Trial made October 12, 1896. Length of run, 400 feet. 
A verage draft. 
Narrow tire., ......... . . , ...... . .. ' .. , , . . .. .... , .... . ,262.3 pounds. 
Broad tire. . . ....... . ........... . .... ........... . . . 268.1 
Difference in favor of narrow tire ..... , .... ,. . . . .. ,... . .. 5.8 
Percentage difference in favor of narrow tire. . .... .. . 2.2 
(f) Water standing on surface. Loose sand and gravel to a depth 
of about ,one inch, forming a slush, underlaid by hard roadbed. Both 
sets of wheels cut through to the solid roadbed. No rut formed. Length 
of run, 400 feet . March 19, 1897. 
Average draft. 
Narrow tire ... . .. ... , . ... . ... . .. .. . . .. . . . ...... 231.7 pounds. 
Broad tire . .. ," . . ... ........ ...... ..... . ..... . .. ... . . ... 240.8 (' 
Difference in favor of narrow tire. . . .. ... . ..... ' .... .... 9.1 " 
Percentage difference in favor of narrow tire ... .. . .... " . .. 4. 
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The draft of the wide tires is very much less than that of 
the narrow tires in four of the six trials and practically the 
same in the other two. The cases in which the wide tire draft 
was greater than that of the narrow tire were where the surface 
of road was covered with loose, wet sand and gravel to a depth 
of one and one half to two inches and the material was too wet 
to pack under the broad tires, but formed a slush to be pushed 
aside. Over the same road in the same track in previous trials 
when the surface was dry, the results showed strikingly favora-
ble to the broad tire. It should be borne in mind that this soft 
sand and slush was underlaid by solid material. The narrow 
tires cut through this soft material with less resistance than did 
the broad tires. The width of the two sets of wheels is as 4 is 
to I. With the road in this condition there was presented in 
front of each wheel constantly a small hill which had to be 
broken down and pushed aside. It is reasonable to suppose 
that a greater effort would be required to break down a hill 6 
inches wide than one 1 Y:3 inches wide. Trials with dirt roads, 
wet to a great depth, indicate that in the absence of the hard 
stratum near the surface, the narrow tires do not show to the 
advantage exhibited in this trial. 
With the draft required to draw a 2,000 pound load over 
this gravel road on the narrow tires the following loads could 
have been hauled on 6 inch tires: In the first trial, 2,666 
pounds; in the second trial, 2,908 pounds; in the third trial, 
2,910 pounds; in the fourth trial, 2,532 pounds; in the fifth 
trial, 1,956 pounds; in the sixth trial, 1,9z0 pounds; or an 
average for the 6 trials of 2,482 pounds, an increase in the load 
capable of being hauled of 482 pounds on account of the sav-
ing of draft from the use of the broad tires. 
III; Dirt Road. 
(a) Dry, hard free from ruts and dust, nearly level. Trial made 
August 28, 1896. Length of run, 400 feet. 
A verage draft. 
Narrow tires....... . .. . .... .. .... . ......... 137.3 pounds 
Broad tires . . . .. . ...... . ... . . . .. . . . ... . ..... . . . ..... . .. 104.8 " 
Difference in favor of broad tires .... . '" . ... . ... . ...... 32.5 II 
Percentage difference in favor of broad tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31.0 
rr 
(b) , Dry, hard, free from ruts 01' dust, nearly level. Trial made Sep-
tember 12, 1896. Length of r~n, 1,000 feet. 
Narrow tires ..... . 
Average draft. 
178.4 pounds 
Broad tires. ... . .. , . . .. . .. .... .'.'. .. . ... . ... ..... 145 3 " 
Difference in favor of broad tires ..... , . . . . . . . .. . .... . . . . 33.1 " 
Percentage difference in favor of broad tires ... 22 .7 . 
(c) Clay road, dry hard, ruts almost entirely obliterated; surface 
worn smooth. Trial made November 20, 1896. Length of run, 400 feet. 
Average draft. 
Narrow tires ....................... ........ ........ 130.6 pounds 
Broad tires.. .. .. .. .. . . ..................... 76.2 " 
Difference in favor of broad tires. .... .... ..... ... ... .. 54.4 u 
Percentage difference in favor of broad tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71.4 
Essentially the same conditions are met in these trials as 
were presented in the tests on macadam and gravel roads and 
the general results are the same. The broad tired wheels ma-
teriall y lessened the draft in all runs. 
It will be observed that the draft is almost as light on the 
dirt road in this condition as on the macadam road in its best 
condition and is really less than on the gravel road in any con-
dition in which tests were made. 
On the dry dirt road the draft required to haul a 2,000 
pound load with narrow tired wheels was capable of drawing 
2,6zo pounds in the first trial, 2,440 pounds in the second trial, 
3,4z8 pounds in the third trial, and 2,829 pounds as an average 
of the three trials on the broad tired wheels. 
(d) Dust 2 to 3 inches deep on the surface, very dry and loose, under-
laid by hard smooth roadbed. Trials made September 15, 1897. Length 
of run, 300 feet and return. 
Average Draft. Average of 
both runs. 
Run 1. Run 2. 
---------------------_. 
Narrow tire ......... ' .. . .. ... ......... . 
Broad tire ..................... . 
Difference in favor of narrow tire ....... . 
Percentage difference in favor of narrow 
tire ...... , ............. , .. ........... . 
1:1-
92.4 
105.5 
13.1 
88.6 
107.5 
18.9 
90.5Ibs. 
106.5 " 
16. u 
17.6 
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Here practically the same conditions are presented as in 
the trials on a gravel road covered with a slush of sand and fine 
gravel, and in the case of the dirt roads covered with an incb 
or two of soft mud overlying a stratum of hard earth. The 
dry, loose, fine dust offered comparatively little resistance to 
the narrow tired wheels. They practically forced the dust to 
either side and rolled over the hard smooth roadbed underneath. 
The 6 inch tires on the other hand were compelled 
to roll ov\!r this loose dust in which there was not sufficient 
moisture to enable it to become compacted and firm under 
them. It is to be noted that the dust was deeper on this road 
than it is found on the ordinary country road, except in times 
of excessive drouth or after excessive use. 
(e) Clay road. Surface sticky, firm underneath . l"air hauling condi-
tion. Ruts 4 to 6 inches deep with walls and bottom hard and dry. First 
run made with nal'l'OW tires in original ruts. Broad tires run over nar-
row tire ruts. Length of run, 400 feet. Trial made JllllUal'Y 9, 1897. 
Broad tire . ... . . . . . .. . . .. . 
N arrow tire ..... 
Difference in favor of n:1rrow tire .. ... .. . .. . 
Percentage difference in favor of narrow tire, . . . . 
Average draft. 
308 . pounds 
206 .1 
101.0 
49 .4 
(f) Muddy on top, firm underneath. Mud about 2 !,~ inches deep , 
very sticky. adhering to the broad wheels. Soft enough to allow the nm'-
row tires to cut through t.o solid ground with slight resistance. 'rria I 
made October 12, 1896. Length of run, 400 feet. 
N arrow tires. ; 
Broad tires. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . 
Difference in favor of narrow tires.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . 
Percentage difference in favor of narrow tires. . . . . . ... . . 
Average draft. 
250 .8 pounds 
325.3 " 
74.5 
29 . 7 
(g) Clay road. Surface soft to a depth of 3 or 4 inches. Ruts cut 
by narrow tires in ordinary use of the road 5 to 6 inches deep with fairly 
firm bottom. Walls of ruts more or less soft and sticky. The narrow 
tired wheels were run in these ruts 4 times without appreciably deepen-
ing them. The broad tired wheels were run over the ruts forming a new 
rut 6 inches wide and about 3)-i! inClhes deep in the soft clay on the Bur-
face. Trial made January 16, 1897. 
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In every tria l on a soft surfa e o\'e rly ing a hard roadb d, 
th e na rrow tires show to an advantage . Thi s advantage 
reaches its ma ximum w hen th e soft cove rin t of the road con-
s ists of s ti cky c1f1Y. S li ch a condition is met freq uently fo r 
short period s in the spr ing, summer and fa ll , immed iatl! ly after 
ra in has fa ll en on a hard , dry ro ad or when the ro ad has 
thflwed on the surfa ce and rem ains fro ze n underneath. A s 
exp lain d in th case of the wet g ravel road and du sty din 
rs 
road, this difference appears to be due to the fact that the nar-
row tires cut through the mud and roll on the hard roadbed 
underneath with very much less resistance than is encountered 
by the broad tires. In the nature of the case this condition of 
the road surface is of short duration. A few hours of sun will 
sufficiently dry this mud or sand so that it will pack under the 
broad tires instead of being pushed aside. In that condition 
the narrow tire is at its greatest disadvantage as compared with 
the broad tire as is clearly shown in the next trial on a dirt road 
drying on · top. 
(i) Blaek soil. Graded late in fall. Mud stiff and drying on top. 
Nan'ow tire made rut 3.5 inches deep in passing over the surfaee twice. 
Mud paeked under the broad tires leaving searcely any rut. Lengt.h of 
run 400 feet. March 19, 1897. 
Narrow tire.. . . . . .. . " ... .. .... . . ... . .... . 
Averaf:(e draft. 
497.0 pounds 
306.9 /; Broad tire. ... . .. .. .. . ....... . . . ..... .. .. . 
Difference in favor of the broad tire ........... .. . . . . 190.1 " 
Pereentage ·difi'erenee in favor of the broad tire. . . . . . . . . . 61.6 
(j ) Clay road. Dry on top. Spongy underneath. A llew traek was 
made, the narrow tire being run first, the wide tires running over the rut 
cut,by the narrow tires. Depth of rut 'made by narrow wheels, from 8 to 
12 inehes. Rut of wid~ tires 4 to 6 inehes deep. Trial made February 
28, 1896. Two runs. Length of runs 400 feet. 
Narrow tires ... . .. . ... , .......... . . 
Broad tires. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. ...... . 
Difference in favor of broad tires.. . ... . 
Pereent.age differenee .. . .. . . 
Average Draft. AV(Jrage of 
both runs. 
1st Run. ! 2d Run. 
------------
466.7 1 478.5 472.61bs 
489 . 5 356 3 422.9" 
-22.8 1 122.2 49.5" 
-4.7 34 .3 11.9 
---'--
(k) Clay road. Dry on top. Spongy underneath. Ruts in road before 
making trial, about 8 inehes deep. Both sets of wheels run in the old 
ruts, narrow tires first. Ruts about 5 inches deep after broad wheels had 
passed over them onee. Trial made February 24, 1896. Length of runs 
400 feet. 
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----- ------------.,-----_._-- - -- -----
Narrow tires. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . ... . 
Broad tires . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... . . . 
Difference in favor of broad tires .... .. . . 
Percentage difference.. . . . .. 
Average Draft. Average of 
both runs. 
1st Run . 2d Run. 
614.4 
375.6 
238 .8 
63.6 
577.2 
379.2 
189.0 
52.2 
595.81bs 
377.4 " 
218.4 " 
57.9 
( I) Clay road. Dry on top. Soft underneath. Three trials, the nar-
row and broad til's alternating over the same courso and in the same 
track. Length of runs 400 feet. March 20, 1897 . 
----- -.----.--.---.---. ------c--- -----------------
Average Dl·aft. Average of 
Tri;t~~-T·;:;~ -;~I Tri~I.:l. all t.rials. 
Ibs. Ibs. Ib s. 
Narrow tires-.-.. -. '-.-.-.. --.. -. '- 1-725.9 GOD.SI 569.6 632.] Ibs 
Broad tires .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 547.6 507.3 512.5 522.5" 
Difference in favor of broad 1 
tires ..... .. ... . . . . . . . . . 178 .3 93.5 57.1 109 6 " 
Percentage difference........ 32.7 18.4 11.1 20 .8" 
Depth of rut cut-Inches. 
Narrow tires ........ . 
Broad tires.. . . . . . .. . ....... . 
6.0 
2.6 
5.5 
B.6 
4.9 
2.5 
(m) Clay road. Mud deep, stiff, and beginning to dry on the surface. 
At one end of the run was 80ft mud on which water was standing. The 
narrow tire made a rut 7 inches deep. Length of run 400 feet. March 
19, 1897. 
Narrow tires..... . ... .... . . . ......... . . . . 
A verage draft. 
825.3 pounds 
Broad tires. , ........ , . . . . .. ...... .., ..... ,.'., ..... . 551.9 " 
Difference in favor of broad tires. ... . ........... . ,.. 273.4 " 
Percentage difference in favor of broad tires. " . . . ,..... 49,3 
en) Ulay road. Muddy, slightly frozen on top, but not enough to bear 
the load on either set of wheels. Narrow tires made ruts 12 iMhes deep 
in plaCles. Length of run 400 feet. 
Average draft. 
Narrow tires .... , .. , ..', .. , . .. , . . . ... , ...... . .. ,. 549.0 pounds 
Broad tires . .. , . " .. . ...... , ........ : .. . .. , .... . ..... , 447.6 
Difference in favor, of broad tires .. ' , . . . . . . . . . .. .. , .... 101.4 " 
PerClentage differenCle.,.. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . ...•. ..... 22 
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In each of the nine trials, embracing the different condi-
tions of surface, from mud, deep, stiff and just beginning to dry 
on the surface, to dry on top and spongy underneath, the draft 
of the broad tired wagon was very much less than that of the 
narrow tired wagon. The maximum advantage of the broad 
tire in this condition of road is shown when the surface is dry 
enough to allow the six inch tires to pass over without cutting 
a rut, but not stiff enough to prevent the narrow tires from 
sinking through the surface and cutting a rut. In this condi-
tion of the road the difference amounted to from 52 to 61 per 
cent. The ordinary country roads are found in this condition 
during a very much larger number of days in the year than they 
are found in the condition described in the preceding section, 
viz.; wet and sloppy, or sticky on top and firm underneath. 
The difference in the draft of the broad and narrow tires is 
greater on this condition of roads than when the roads are either 
harder or softer. As the road dries and becomes firmer, the 
difference gradually diminishes until it reaches about 25 to 30 
per cent, in the case of dry, hard, and smooth dirt, gravel or 
macadam roads, as has already been shown. The country 
roads do not appear to get in a condition good enough, how-
ever, to completely eliminate the difference in favor of the 
broad tire. On the other hand, as the mud becomes softer and 
deeper, the difference between the draft of the broad and nar-
row tires rapidly diminishes, until, as will be shown in subse-
quent trials, a condition is soon found where the narrow tires 
will draw considerably easier than the broad tires. This is 
especially true when the mud is deep and sticky, as in stiff clay 
soils, so that both sets of wheels cut deep ruts. Occasionally a 
road will be in such condition that the mud will adhere to the 
wheels of both the broad and narrow tired wagons. In that 
condition the narrow tire shows to its greatest advantage when 
compared with the broad tire. It should be borne in mind, 
however, that this condition of road is of short duration and 
comparatively rare. It is also true that the r<?ads are in this 
condition at seasons of the year when comp~ratively little 
freighting is to be done, and when the use of the road has been 
naturally reduced to its minimum. 
IS 
lSI 
(0 ) Olay road, very soft and stiClky. Old ruts 18 inClhes deep, full of 
water. Narrow tire run first. Broad tire Clut about 6 to 8 inClhes deep, 
and gathered the mud, filling the wheel. 'l'rial made April 9, 1896. 
Length of run, 400 feet. 
Narrow tires. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ... .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . 
Broad tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .... . .. . . . . .. ... .... .. . 
A verage Draft. 
321.7 pounds 
514.1 I. 
Difference iu favor of narrow tire .. . " .... . ..... .. . . ... 192.4 (t 
PerClentage differenCle . . .. ... . . . ... . 59 
In this trial the mud was stiff enough to adhere to the rim 
and spokes of the wheels, and the difference in the amount of 
mud gathered and transported by the broad and narrow tires is 
so great that the draft of the broad tires was 59 per cent higher 
than that of the narrow tires. After careful! y watching the 
dirt roads in this locality for two years, this is the only time 
they were found in that condition. 
In the two years covered by these trials, only two condi-
tions of the dirt roads bave been found in which the narrow 
tire pulled lighter than the broad tire, viz. j when soft, either 
muddy or very dusty, on the surface and hard underneath j and 
when the mud was deep and sticky so that both sets of wheels 
cut deep ruts and the mud adhered to the wheels. In the 
nature of the case, both of these conditions of the road are of 
short duration. In all other conditions of dirt roads, the broad 
tire has shown a materially lighter draft than the narrow tire. 
It is unquestionably true that when we consider the entire 
tonnage freighted over any ordinary dirt road during the year, 
the total amount of work required would be very much less if 
the six inch tires were used instead of the narrow tires now in 
vogue. 
CLAY ROAD, DRY, DEEP RUTS. 
One of the most serious objections to the use of the broad 
tire is the disadvantage at which it is supposed to be placed 
when required to run over the deep ruts made by the narrow 
tire, after the walls of these ruts have become rigid and the 
surface of the road with the exception of the ntts has been 
worn comparatively smooth. If a majority of the loaded 
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\\ :lgons pass ing over a road u sed IJI'oad ti res, thi~ co ndition 
wO ldd n o t. h:l\,c to he m e t , hut :l s ing le illcli~ idual u~in g the 
h ru~d tire s on a rO ;ld w ll e rc all of hi s nei g hho rs are us in g lIar-
row tires would be compel! d eithe r to pn ;;~ OIT r th e nih mndc 
hy th e narrow tire s or ,eiec t ; 1 ne\\' track for his \I :l go ll. Til 
e ither c ase tIl e draft , it IS ;' llppose ti , would h e co n;, idcrahly 
;\ar ru\\ 'lire Hilt J I In ches Dl."ep . Broa d Tir \..' nut 5 Il1 c IH.:S D ecp. 
/" ;(1111'(' :r . . ',,,IIM e /r,lId , Hllj'l. ( ' Hl 11"';/'- ["OHI pltnfo(jl'np" "r )'lIf Jil/(>(I with /'(u ll i ,." 
I'" ";JI. 
grenler for him than for th e users of the narroll' tires on thi s 
condition of road surlnce. To asce rtain to what extent th ese 
ruts inOuell ce the draft of the broad tired wagons and to approx i-
mate , if poss ible, the proportion of vehicles that wo ul d be 
required to usc broad tires in o rd er to e limin ate thi s dinl culty, 
the fo ll ow ing trial s were mnde: 
'lay road. 11 ard and dl·Y. Ruts previously made by narrow tire 
~.5 inches deep, with I'ough ridges of earth on either s ide. Walls of ruts 
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dry and rigid. Ruts worn smooth by use, and free from dust and loose 
dirt. Road in what would be termed fair hauling condition for narrow 
tired wagons. Narrow tires were run in old ruts in advance of the broad 
tires. Broad tires practically filled the ruts in four trips 01' two runs. 
Length of runs, 400 feet. Trials made November 10, 1896: 
--------
. I Average Dr_a_ft. Average of 
, both runs. 
Run 1. Run 2. 
Narrow tire . .. , . , . . . . . . .. .... ... . . .. 
Broad tire.. . . . . ... . ....... .. , . . 
Difference in favor of narrrow tire.. . . .. 
129.2 
147.6 
18.4 
124.8 127.0 
119.6 I 133.6 
-5.2 ! 6.7 
--- ----'-----'--- ----,',----' .. 
In this case the ruts were 23-6 inches deep and the disad-
vantage at which the broad tires operated was comparatively 
slight. In the first run there was a difference of but 18,4 
pounds or 14.2 per cent. In the second run the order was re-
versed and the disadvantage caused by the rut was so far 
eliminated as to enable the user of the broad tire to draw his 
load over this road with less effort than the user of the narrow 
tire, the difference being 5.2 pounds, or 4.4 per cent in favor 
of the broad tire. It is to be further noted that the use of the 
broad tire in the track of the narrow tire in the first run did not 
&0 increase the draft of the narrow tire as to cause this, since 
there was a slight reduction in the draft of the narrow tire in the 
second trial after the broad tires had been used as compared 
with the first run before they had been used. Clearly, there-
fore, a rut of this depth would be of little consequence. 
For several weeks in the spring the ruts on dirt road~ 
are usually considerably deeper than those in the foregoing 
trial and on that account these results were not considered 
sufficiently reliable to form the basis for a general conclusion. 
Therefore these additional tests were made: 
Clay road, dry, cut into ruts by narrow tires in the ordinal'y course 
of travel. Surface of road, hard. The narrow tire ruts were an average 
of 8~ inches deep with smooth, rigid walls well apart 'so that the side 
friction on the narrow wheels was slight. The bottoms of the ruts were 
comparatively hard and smooth. On each side of rut was a ridge of 
loose, dry earth or baked clay about 2% inches high. Length of runs 
400 feet. March 27th, 1897. 
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In all cases a run means a round trip,-going and returning. 
The runs were made in the following order: 
Average draft. 
Run 1. Narrow tire in original rut ... .. .. .. . . . . . . ... ... . 342.8 pounds 
Run 2. N arrow tire in original rut.. . . . .. . . ... ... . 331. 7 " 
(Rut not perceptibly deepened.) 
Run 3. Broad tire on the narrow tire rut . ... . . . ... . 521.0 
Run 4. Broad tire on the narrow tire rut .. . . .... . .. . .... . 342.8 
Run 5. Broad tire on the narrow tire rut 335.0 
Run 6. Broad tire on the narrow tire rut. . . .. .. . . . . 326.5 
(Rut about 2 inches deep. Original narrow tire rut 
almost completely filled.) 
'Run 7. Narrow tire over the same rut. .... . . .. . . .. . . 414.8 
(This run deepened the rut in the center about 2 
inches more, making a total depth of 4 inches.) 
Run 8. Broad tire over the same rut .... . , . . . . . 332.5 
(Rut made by the narrow tire in run 7 completely 
filled. ) 
Run 9. Narrow tire in same track. . . . . ...... .. . .. 312.8 
(Rut cut about one inch below the level of the 
broad tire rut.) 
Run 10. The broad tire completely obliterated the narrow 
tire rut . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .......... . . . . . . .... .. 320.5 
Run 11. Narrow tire made almost no rut in bottom of 
broad tire rut . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..... 334.2 
Run 12. Narrow tire. Made little impression. . . .. . ..... 321.4 
Run 13. Broad' tire. Rut two inches. The last runs did 
not seem to have any effect. . . . ..... .. . .. ...... '. 320.5 
The six inch tires almost completely filled the narrow tire 
rut in four round trips. Thus at the same time that a ton load 
was being hauled over this road on the broad tires its surface 
was smoothed and improved. Every run with the broad tires 
was a benefit j every run with the narrow tires was an injury. 
COMPARISON OF THE DRAFT. 
The table of drafts shows that in the first run of the broad 
tires on the deep narrow tire ruts, with the sma.ll ridges of loose 
earth on the sides, the pull was very much heavier than in 
either of the preceding runs with the narrow tires in these ruts. 
This difference against the broad tire based on the average of 
the two narrow tire runs amounted to 183.8 pounds, or 54.5 per 
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BROAD AND NARROW TIRES. 
Clay Road, Dry; Ruts 8~ inches deep, walls rigid, bottom firm 
Runs made in the order shown and in the same track. Rut at end of run 2 in. deep. 
Trials made March 27th, 1897. 
'" 
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cent. Thus a tOil was a heavier load for three horses on the 
broad tires in the first run than it was for two horses on tbe nar-
row tires. 01', with the power required to draw 2,000 pounds 
on the broad tires, a load of 3,090 pounds could have been 
drawn over the same road on the narrow tires. 
This one run, or the passing of the broad tires over the 
road twice, so improved the surface, however, that the second 
run of the broad tires over the same course showed a draft of 
but 342.8 pounds, or a decline of 178.2 pounds below the draft 
of the broad tire in the preceding run. The difference between 
the draft of the broad tires in this second run and that of the 
narrow tires in the first two runs amonnts to almost nothing. 
The third and fourth runs of the broad tire in the same track 
had the effect of still furtber reducing the draft. In the fourth 
run of the broad tires the draft is less than in either of the first 
two runs with the narrow tire; the narrow tire rut had been 
almost completely filled. At this point the narrow tires were 
again run in this track, and they showed a draft of 414.8 
pounds, 01' 88,3 pounds more than the last run of the broad 
tires. The draft of the narrow tires in the broad tire track was 
greater than in their original ruts. This is due to the fact that 
in the center of the broad tire track, which was the original 
narrow tire rut, the dirt had not been packed as firmly as along 
the outer edges of the rut, and the narrow tires running over 
this comparatively soft track formed a rut about two inches 
deeper than the broad tire track. It was expected that the 
draft under these circumstances wouW be increased. 
The narrow tires running in the broad tire track had the 
effect also of increasing the draft of the broad tires in the next 
run, when compared with the draft of the same wheels before 
the narrow tires were run. But the draft of. the broad tires in 
this run shows a difference of 82.3 pounds in favor of the broad 
tire when compared with that of the narrow tires in the preced-
ing run. By this time, however, the narrow tire rut in the 
middle of the broad tire track had been made firm, and the 
draft of the narrow tire was reduced to 3 r 2 pounds in the fol-
lowing nm as compared with an average of 337.2 pounds in 
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the original rut before any runs had been made with the broad 
tire. The broad tire then run in the same track showed about 
the same draft as in its previous run. Two runs of the narrow 
tire were then made in succession, and these were followed by a 
run with the broad tire without materially affecting the draft of 
either when compared with former runs, thus showing that a 
practically stable condition of the road had been established, 
and that ""hen the broad and narrow tires were alternating on 
the road the draft of both wagons had become about stationary. 
On the whole, the draft of both broad and narrow tires is less 
in the closing runs than in the early runs on this road, showing 
that the use of the broad tires improved the surface, notwith-
standing the fact that. at the same time a ton load was being 
hauled on them. Not only was the draft decreased for both 
the broad and narrow tires, but an S I-2 inch rut had been prac-
tically filled, and the road had been transformed from an ex-
ceedingly uncomfortable one for light vehicles and even loaded 
wagons to a comparatively smooth, level and comfortable 
track. The diagram on page ISS presents the effect of 
each run on those which follow very much more clearly than 
can be shown by a table or description. 
I,'UItTHER TESTS. 
This phase of the question was considered of too much 
importance to be dismissed with two trials, consequently the 
trials recorded below were made April 14, I897. 
Clay road, dry on top; nnrrow tire ruts cut in the ordinary course of 
travel avernged 87f inches deep, exeept for a distanee of 20 feet at one 
end of the run where the ruts were 15 inchas deep; walls of ruts rigid, 
smooth and well spread; bottoms hard and smooth; the side friction on 
the narrow tired wheels very slight. Length of run 400 feet; net load, 
2,000 pounds. These trials were made on the same ground as those just 
reported, the eondition of the road being practieally the same, exeepting 
that it was slightly dryer. Runs were made in the following order: 
Run 1. 
" 2. 
" 3. 
" 4. 
A vt'lrage draft. 
Narrow tire in original rut ............ . ....... 422.0 pounds. 
" II "It ••.. , •.. ,425.0 
" 
" 
" " " 
" " " (Rut not perceptibly deepened.) 
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425.0 
423.3 
" 5. Broad tires over the same rut.. . . .. . . 493.2 pounds 
" 6. " " " " 353.5 " 
" " 
.. 342.4 
" " 7. 
" 8. " " " 322.5 
(Old rut completely filled, and depression less than 
two inches deep made by the broad tires.) 
" 9. N arrow tire in broad tire track ." ..... . . . ..... . 393.1 
(Deepened rut two inches.) 
" 10. Broad tire in same rut. (Completely filled narrow 
tire rnt) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .". 347.3 
" 
" 11. Narrow tire in same rut. (Deepened broad tire 
rut almost two inches) .. ...... . .. . .. . .. . .... . 354.3 " 
" 12. Broad tire in same rut. (Completely filled narrow 
tire rut) . . .. .. . . ................ . .. ". 342.3 
" 13. Narrow tire run in same rut. (Cut rut less than 
one ineh deep). . . . . . . . . . .. . ................ . 362.3 
" 
Here four round trip runs were made with the narrow 
tires in the orig:inal rut. The draft in each run is practically 
the same, showing that it was neither diminishing nor increas-
ing when a ton load was hauled on the narrow tires, neithel" 
was the rut deepened by this use. At this point the broad tire 
was put on this rut. The first run of the broad tires shows an 
increased draft over the previous narrow tire runs of 69.6 lbs., 
or 16.4 per cent. In the first nm therefore the user of the 
broad tires could haul but 2,000 Ibs. on a road in this condition 
with the same effort that the user of the narrow tires could haul 
2,328. However, the second run of the broad tire in the same· 
track shows a draft of only 353.5 lbs, a striking reduction when 
compared with the first run of the broad wheels , and also when 
compared with the average of the four runs with the narrow 
tires. The user of the broad tires could then haul with the 
same effort required to haul 2,000 lbs. On the narrow tires a .. 
load of 2,451.5 lbs. on the broad tires. Thus it appears that. 
one run of the broad tires over this road was sufficient to 
materially decrease the draft of the vehicles passing alorrg there-
after. 
The third run of the broad tIres in the same track, which 
was the seventh run of the series, shows a still further decrease 
in the draft, amounting to II.I lbs. The fourth run of the, 
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BROAD AND NARROW TIRES. 
Clay Road, Dry; Ruts 8 inches deep, walls rigid, bottom firm 
. . I 
Runs made in the order shown and In the same track. Rut at end of run 2"2 in. deep. 
Trials made April. 15th, 1897. 
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broad tires had the effect of still further reducing the draft. A 
ton load . was hauled in this run at an average draft of 322.5 
lbs., or a reduction of practically 100 lbs. when compared with 
the average draft of the narrow tires in the original rut, and a 
reduction of 171 lbs. when compared with the draft of the 
broad tires the first time they were used on the orignal narrow 
tire rut. Clearly therefore, the broad tire was improving the 
road, as the draft had been diminished 172 lbs., or 3S.4 per 
cent, in four runs by its use, comparing the draft of the last 
run with that of the first. It should be noted that four runs 
were made with the narrow tire at the beginning of the experi-
ment wihout diminishing the draft. One run of the broad tire 
dimished the draft on the subseq~ent run, as already pointed 
out, 70 lbs., or 16.5 per cent. 
The ninth run was with the narrow tires. The draft in this 
was ::193.1 lbs., or an increase over the previous broad tire run 
in the same track of of 70.4 lbs or 2 1.8 per cent; a reduction, 
howevel·, of 30.4 lbs. when compared with the average of the 
four runs with the narrow tires at the beginning of the experi-
ment. It is reasonable to suppose that a second run of the 
narrow tires in the same track would have shown a greater 
reduction, inasmuch as a rut two inches deep was cut in the 
bottom of the broad tire track by this run. The broad tire then 
following the narrow tire showed a draft of 347.3 Ibs., or an 
increase of 24.8 lbs. over the draft of the same tires before the 
narrow tires had been used. In other words, the narrow tire 
had injured the road by passing over it once to such an 
extent as to cause an increase in draft of 24.8 Ibs., or 7.7 per 
cent. The broad tire, however, registered a draft 45.8 Ibs.less 
than the narrow tire. The narrow tire was then run in the 
same track, and showed a draft of 354.3 Ibs. This is an 
increase over the draft of the broad tire run immediately preced-
ing, but a decrease when compared with the previous narrow 
tire run of 38.8 Ibs., or 9.9 per cent, and a decrease of 69.2 
Ibs., or 16.2 per cent when compared with average of the nar-
,·ow tire runs at the beginning of the trial. 
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The twelfth run was with the broad tires, and registered a 
draft of 342. Ibs., which was less than that shown in any pre-
vious run of the broad tire when preceded by the narrow tire. 
The thirteeth l"lm was with the narrow tire, and showed a draft 
of' 362 Ibs., an increase over the preceding broad tire rUll, 
and a slight increase over' the previous narrow tire run. These 
data are exhibited in the chart on page 189, and fur-
nish a striking illustration of the beneficial effects of the broad 
tires. Note how the draft declines whenever the broad tire is 
used, and how it increases when the narrow tire is used. Of 
more importance, however, is the fact that the general tendency 
of the line of draft is downward when the broad and narrow 
tires are alternated. 
In this connection, attention is directed to figure S on 
page x92, being a photograph of the road at the begin-
ning of the last series of trials, showing the ruts as they then 
appeared, and also figure 9 on page 193, showing the con-
dition of the road after th~ broad tires had been used on it. At 
the conclusion of these trials, a fairly good bicycle path had 
been made where the ruts had previously been. 
In the trial made January 16, 1897, on a clay road with 
surface soft to a depth of 3 or 4 inches, in which the narrow 
tires had cut ruts in ordinary use of the roads, some 5 or 6 
inches deep, the second run of the broad tire in its own rut 
showed a very materially reduced draft. This too when the 
sllrfacewas so soft and sticky that the broad tires in the two 
runs cut a rut about 3 Yz inches deep over the narrow tire ruts. 
In another test on March 20, x897, on a road dry on top and 
soft underneath, when three runs of each wagon were made 
alternately in the same track, the draft of the narrow tires wa~ 
reduced -from 725 Ibs. in the first run to 569.5 Ibs. in the third 
run, and the draft of the broad tires from 547 Ibs. in the first 
run to 512 1bs. in the second. These results clearly show that 
on two very common conditions of the road, the very two con-
ditions in which the user of the broad tires)s supposed to be 
placed at a very seriotls disadvantage on account of the fact 
that the m!ljorty of the freighting wagons use narrow tires, 
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the draft is uniformly reduced for both the broad and narrow 
tired wagons, if something like half of the loaded wagons pass-
ing over the road have wide tires. 
They further show that beginning even with deep ruts , 
after the first run of the broad tires when half of the wagons 
use narrow tires, the user of the broad tires will be able to haul 
a given load with considerably less draft than will the user of 
the narrow tires. Apparently, therefore , the ruts made by the 
narrow tires are not the serious obstacles to the adoption of the 
broad tires that they have been believed to be. Besides, these 
ruts would not have been formed had a reasonable proportion 
of the loaded wagons had six inch tires in the beginning. 
IV. Mowing Lands. 
(a) Timothy sod. Dry, firm, smooth, freshly mown. Narrow tire cut · 
ruts % to 1 inch deep. No appreciable depression by broad tires. 
Length of run 400 feet . 
Trial made July 2nd, 1896. Average draft.-
Narrow tires ... . -. . . .. .. .. .... . .. .. . .. ..... . .. . " . . 317.3 pounds 
Broad tires.... . .. .. .... .. . .. ... .... . .. . .. . 228.8 
Difference in favor of broad tires .' _. . . . . . , , . . . ...... 88.5 
Percentage difference .... . . , . . , . . . . : . . ' ," . , . " . " . . 38.6 
(b ) Timothy sod. Soft. Surface frozen, but not ,enough to bear up 
the wagons. Length of run 400 feet. 
Trial made February 8th, 1896. . Average draft. 
Narrow tires ..... . .. .. . .. .... . . .. .... 563.2 pounds 
Broad tires " "" , .. , ...... . , ' . . ,' , . . . .. . 461.1 
Pifference in favor of broad tires , . , , , .. . , , .. . , .. , . , . . , .. . 102.1 
Percentage difference . . . .. , . . ' . . . " , . .. .. ' . . . , . , , , , . , .. 22.1 
(c) Timothy sod. Grass and stubble about 3 inches high. Ground 
soft and spongy. Narrow wheels cut ruts 5 to 6 inches deep . Broad 
tires made ruts 17!f to 2 inches deep, doing almost no damage. Length of 
run 400 feet. 
Trial made April 9th, 1896. Average draft. 
Narrow thes. .. . . . . . . .... .. .. .. , .. ' .. . ' .. .. 569.1 pounds 
Broad tires .. .. .... ... ...... .. ,' ....... .... .. ..... .. ... .. 323.6 ' 
Difference in favor of broad tires. . . . . . . . . . .. ~ ..... ... .. . . 272.5 II 
Percentage difference . . . , . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . .. . "" . . .. 84. 
(d) Timothy sod, same as "Cc)" . Each set of wheels was 'run in its 
own track twelve times before reading was taken. Rut cut by narrow 
tire 12 to 15 inches; by broad tire, 4 to 5 inches. Lengt,h of run 400 feet. 
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Five separate trials at different dates and representing 
almost every condition of the surface, from dry, hard and 
smooth to very soft, sho\v results uniformly in favor of the 
broad tire. The difference varies from 22. I to I20 per cent. 
In but one trial did the six inch tires do any appreciable dam-
age to the meadow, and in this trial twelve runs were made in 
the same track. In the trial of April 9, I896, on soft spongy 
ground, four horses were required to pull the ton load on the 
narrow tires, and the average draft of the entire run was 876 
pounds. Two horses pulled the same load over this surface on 
the six inch tires with an average draft of 397.9 pounds, or a 
difference of 478. I pounds. In other words, the same load 
was less difficult for two horses on the broad tires than for four 
horses on the narrow tires. With the same effort required to 
haul one ton on the narrow tires over this surface, a load of 
2 I-5 tons could have been hauled on the broad tires, and this 
too with less injury to the surface over which the loads were 
hauled. The broad tires after twelve rum; in their own track 
cut ruts from 4 to 5 inches deep; the narrow tires after twelve 
runs in their own track with the same load, cut ruts varying in 
depth from I2 to IS inches. 
On the opposite page is shown the dynamometer auto-
graph of this run, enlarged by means of a pantograph and 
photographed. The upper line is the draft of the narrow tired 
wagon; the lower line the draft of the broad tired wagon. It' 
will be observed that a draft of I,500 pounds, was required to 
start the load on the narrow tires, and that in the middle of the 
n1l1 the draft ran up to 2,100 pounds. At this point the team 
stalled and it was found to be necessary to hitch four horses to 
the wagon to draw the ton load. By tracing the line of draft 
of the broad tire (the lower line) it will be observed that a pull 
of little more than 500 pounds was required to start the load, 
and the two horses pulled the load with scarcely any increase 
in draft over the same spot of soft ground where the same team 
had previously stalled with the narrow tires. The difference 
in the evenness of draft in the two wagons should also be noted. 
The range of variation in the draft of the narrow tires in this ru 11 
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amounted to from 300 to 600 pounds, showing clearly that the 
teams were operating at a serious disadvantage, and that the 
load was being drawn along by a succession of jerks. In the 
case of the broad tires the range of variation of draft rarely 
exceeded 200 pounds, and averaged very much less, indicating 
that the rate of progress w as yery much more uniform and con-
sequently less fatiguing to the team. This is true, but in a much 
less marked degree, of all the trials made with the two kinds of 
wagons. 
In the ordinary condition of mowing lands hauling a ton 
load on the six inch tires benefits rather than injures the sur-
face. In no condition of the surface of mowing lands or pas-
tures can this load be hauled on the ordinary narrow tires with-
out seriously injuring the surface over which the wagon passes. 
V. Pasture land. 
(a) Bluegrass sod; smooth, dry, firm. Neither set of wheels cut an 
appreciable rut. Trial made Sept. 12th, 1896. Length of run 400 feet. 
Average draft. 
Narrow tires . . . .... .... . . . .. . . .... ... ... . . . ... : .. ... . 195.8 pounds 
Broad tires . . . .. ..... . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . ... 154.8 ,t 
Difference in favor of broad tires . .. ... . .. . .. . ,. . .... . . . . 41.0 " 
Percentage difference. . . . . . .. . ... ... ... , " . . . ... 26.5 
( b) Bluegrass sod. Dry, firm, smooth . No appreciable impression 
made by either set of wheels. Trial made October 13, 1896. Length of 
run 400 feet. 
Average draft. 
Narrow tires , . .. .. . .. .. . . ... . . . .. . ... . ... .. ..... 239.5 ponnds 
Broad tires . ......... . ... ... . .. , .. . .. . ........ .. .... 157.0 " 
Differenc.e in favor of broad tires . . .... . . . . . . . .... .. . . . . ... 82.5 ~, 
Percentage difference.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. 52.5 
(c) Bluegrass sod, soft. Depression made by brdad wheels about 
one inch deep. Narrow tires made rut about three inches deep. Length 
of run 400 feet. Trial made January 16th, 1897. 
Average draft. 
N arrow tires. . .............. . . ' . . . .. ..... ........ . . . 437.1 pounds 
Broad tires . ... . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . ' . . . . . 230.9 
Difference in favor of broad tires 
Percentage' difference .. . .. , . . , .. 
.. ................. 207.2 
. .. . . .. .. ... .. . . . . 89.7 
" 
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in a few trips completely fill them. Again, the three or four 
inch tire on a road partially dry on top and spongy underneath 
will not show the same saving of draft as the six inch tire, in-
asmuch as deeper ruts will be cut by them. From every point 
of view the six inch tires will be very much more satisfactory 
for farm use. On the road, in but two conditions of the sur-
face would the four inch tires show a lighter draft than the six 
inch tires, viz.; (I) when the surface is soft and sticky under-
laid by hard roadbed, and (2) when the mud is deep and stiff 
enough to adhere to the wheels. Attention has already been 
called to the fact that the dirt roads of the middle west are in 
either of these conditions for a comparatively short time in 
the year. 
BOTH AXLES SHOULD BE THE SAME LENGTH. 
The proposition to use broad tires and have the front axle 
. enough shorter than the rear one to prevent the front and rear 
wheels from running in the same track, is believed to be un-
sound under ordinary circumstances, considered from the point 
of view of the user of the wagon. Unquestionably such an ar-
rangement would prove very beneficial ,to the road, inasmuch 
as the rolling surface of the wheels would be doubled, but un-
less a large majority of the wagons used on the road were pro-
vided with broad tires and arranged with short front axles, and 
unless the condition of the average road be very much improved, 
the draft of those so equipped would be greatly increased. For 
farm purposes also the draft of a wagon arranged in this man-
ner would be materially higher than if both axles were the 
same length and the wheels tracked. In addition to the disadvan-
tage of increased draft, a difficulty in turning would be encount-
ered which of itself would positively preclude the adoption of 
the suggestion, unless the form of our wagons be consider-
ably modified. Putting six inch tires on the ordinary wagon 
increases the space required for turning, inasmuch as the rim 
of the broad wheel will strike the body of the wagon in turning 
very much quicker than would the rim of the narrow tired 
wheel. If the distance between the rim of the wheel and the 
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row tire. In the second trial the difference was 143.3 pounds, 
or 44.3 per cent in favor of the broad tire. 
In short, in every trial on the farm, whether in the mead-
ows, pastures, stubble or plowed fields, the draft was materi-
ally lessened by the use of the broad tires. When it is con-
sidered that most of the freighting done by the farmers in the 
middle west is on the farm itself in hauling feed from their fields 
and hauling manure from their barns, and that the tonnage 
hauled to market is insignificant in comparison with that hauled 
about on the farm, a large proportion of the products of the 
average Missouri farm being sent to market in the concentrated 
form of beef, pork, butter or other live stock production, this 
saving of draft by the use of the broad tires assumes propor-
tions that should command respect and have the serious consid-
eration of every farmer in Missouri. The protection to the 
fields and meadows and pastures afforded by the broad tires in 
itself ought to be sufficient reason for their immediate adoption, 
but when from one-third to one-half the draft can be saved at 
the same time, there remains no reasonable excuse for the con-
tinued use of the narrow tires. As fast as the narrow tired 
wheels now owned by the farmers wear out, they shoul9 be re-
placed without exception by the broad tired wheels. , Disre-
garding the benefits to the public highways arising from the 
use of the broad tires, and also the benefits to the user of the 
broad tires in the saving of draft on the public roads, it would 
be profitable to every farmer to have broad tired wagons, if 
for no other use than on his farm. 
PROPER WIDTH OF TIRE. 
It is believed that the six inch tire will prove more satis-
factory, all things considered, for a combination farm and road 
wagon than will any other width. The three or four inch tire 
is unsatisfactory in running over the ruts made by the narrow 
tires, inasmuch as these ruts are wide enough at the top to al-
low the four inch tire to sink down at least a portion of their 
depth, thereby greatly increasing the side friction and the draft. 
The six inch tire on the other hand will run over these ruts and 
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Average draft. 
Narrow tires. ." ..... .. ... . . . .. ............ 878.4 pounds 
Broad tires .. . .. .. . . ..... . . .. . .. . ... ... .. . ..... 509.9 " 
Difference in favor of the broad tires. . . . . . . . ..... .. .... 368.5 
Percentage difference.... . . . . . . .. . ... . ... ... . . . . . ... 72.2 
Eight separate trials were made on stubble land, embracing 
wet, medium, and dry conditions. These trials included both 
wheat and corn stubble land. The results in every case are 
strikingly favorable to the broad tire. The difference varies 
from 16.8 to 72 per cent. The a\'erage difference for all the 
trials is 186.2 pounds, or 48,5 per cent. With the same effort, 
therefore, required to haul a tOll over the cornfields, wheat 
stubble, etc., of the farm on the narrow tires, a load of 2,970 
pounds, could have been hauled on the broad tires; this 00 
without doing any perceptible damage to the fields. 
VII. Plowed Ground. 
(a) Not harrowed. Many large clods; surface rough. Large elods 
crushed by wide tires. Narrow tires pushed them aside. Tr al made 
September 12, 1896. 
Average draft. 
N arrow tires ....... . .. 509.9 t' 
Broad tires ........ . . ......................... 382.6 
Difference in favor of broad tires , . . . . . . . . ..... . .... " .127.3 " 
Percentage differenee. .. . .. . . ... .... ... ... ... ........ 33.2 
(b) Same as U(a)" except ground prepared for seeding. Surface, 
smooth; fairly compact; fine tilth. 
Average draft. 
N arrow tires.... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .466.5 pounds 
Broad tires, ... ' " ...... . , ........................ . ..... . 323 .2 " 
Difference in favor of broad tires. . . . . . . . . . ... ., ., .. . ] 43.3 u 
Percentage difference .. ...... . .. ............ ...... 44.3 
Two trials were made on plowed fields, one over freshly 
plowed ground before the clods had been reduced by tillage; 
the second on the same r ground after it had been reduced to a 
fine tilth as for seeding. ' In the first trial on the freshly plowed 
ground, the difference in favor of the broad tire was 127'3 
pounds, or 33.2 per cent, practically one-third less than the nar-
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Average draft . 
Narrow tires ... , .. . , . . . .. . . . . ... . . .. . .. ... 484.2 pounds 
Broad tires . . . . . . . . . .' . . . ....... . . . ..325.7 
Difference in favor of broad tires . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . ... . 158.5 " 
Percentage difference . . . . . . .. . .... . ... . . . .. . . . .. . .. . 48 . 
(d) Corn stubble, same as "( c) ." Draft l'ecol'dtaken on 14th run 
in same ruts, each set of wheels being run in its own track. Depth of 
rut; narrow tires 7 to 12 inches ; broad tires 2 to 31·2 inches. Length 
of run 400 feet . Trial m.ade March 27, 1896. 
A verage draft . 
Narrow tires . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. ...... . ..... ... . . .. . .. . 427. pounds 
Broad tires. . . . .. . . , . ... " ... . ,... .. .. .. . . .. ... . . , .263.3 
Difference in favor of broad tires. . . . .. ..... . . . . ........ 159.5 
Percentage difference . ... . . . . . . . . .. .. , .. ..... . ... . ,.. 59. 
(e) Corn land dry enough to plow. Surface covered with dead grass 
and stalks . Almost level. Length of run 400 feet. Trial made March 
27, 1896. 
A verage draft. 
Narrow tires.. .. . . ..... .. .............. . ... ... 422.7 pounds 
Broad tires . .... . ... .. .. . .. . . .. .. .... .... .. .. . . .. . . . ... 361.9 " 
Difference in favor of broad tires. . . . .. . .. .. . . . ... . .. 60.8 " 
Percentage difference . . . . , ;. . . ............. . . .. , . ... . 16.8 
(1) Corn land, dry, firm, level, and smooth. Reasonably free from 
weeds. Trial made September 12, 1896. 
Narrow t.ires , .. . . 
Broad tires ...... . 
Average draft . 
. 343.1 pounds 
. . . 225.4 It 
Difference in favor of broad tire . ... . . . .. .. . .... .. .. . . .. . 117.7 " 
Perc~ftage difference .... . . . .. " .. .... .. . . . . . .. ,.. .. . 52.2 
(g) Corn stubble in thefal!. Land dry and reasonably firm. Broad 
tires made rut 1 to 2.5 inches deep. Narrow tires made rut 2 to 5.5 
inches deep . Length of run 400 feet. Trial made October 13, 1896. 
Average draft. 
Narrow tires ...... ..... . . . . . ... . . . . ..... . .. .. 472.9 pounds 
Broad tires. " . . . . .. . .... . ..... ....... ........... . .. .. 285.6 
Difference in favor of broad tires .. . . . . . . . . ...... . . . ..... 187.3 
Percentage ' difference . . .. ... .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . 65.5 
(Jt) Corn stubble, nearly dry enough to plow and almost free from 
weeds and trash. Ruts ma.de by. narrow tires 5.6 inches deep; ruts made 
by broad tires 1.45 inches deep. Length of run 400 feet . Trial made 
March 20, 1897. 
JIiJlD.Us_ 
I .,' ~JbIltL.~. -----1 
. .:.... . .Ao.It .;.~ __ . 
_ .. -\- _ __ . __ __ \-: .. ~O.O __ • ___ .. 
r)v.o' .. O .... 1"i .. ., 
Brood and. -77arrow Tires on wet sr7.Lbble land. 
TIe reo.'diE.9. waslaffen [TOm [he tirst run made. Deeth 
O[ rut) lor broacttire 5 in.~ tor narrow Tire 14 in. Feb. ~ '16 . 
• 
~lig1l1'e 18. Dyna1ltO-nl-etcl' auto(J'1'agh cll1a'1'ucc1 by "neans of (f, 1)(U1ioO'1'(.('11"'. The lowe" Uno 1"Pl»'esents the (l1'(tft of the Bl'O{ul 
Ti,'ell Wlf,OOU, the 1tlJpe1'li'ne that of tIl 0 lr{Cl"}'OW Ti,'es. l''fea·,J' the ')njcl(lle oj' the Nn""J'oU} Th'c 1'un tlte telun s(.cdleil alul Jou,,' hO'J'ses wel'e 
1'equ'i-l'elZ to finish tll e 1'un. 
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face, with the same general result. The same principle holds 
good here that applies to meadows, and to any surface that is 
more or less firmly bound together by the roots of grass or 
weeds, viz.: That where the bearing surface of the wheel is 
large these roots tend to keep the wheel 011 the surface, prevent 
ruts being cut, and therefore materially reduce the draft. This 
is also true to a less degree of a surface covered with loose 
grass or other rubbish. 
The difference in draft in fa VOl' of the broad tires in the 
runs on bluegrass sod varies from 26.5 per cent on a hard, dry, 
smooth surface to 89.7 per cent on a soft surface. Averaging 
all the trials on pasture lands, we find a saving in draft amount-
ing tOJI16.4 pounds, or 45.7 per cent due to the broad tires . 
Therefore, with the same effort required to draw one ton on the 
narrow tires over pasture land in these trials, a load of 2,914 
pounds could have been drawn on the six inch tires. Attention 
is called to the cuts showing the difference in the depth of rut 
of the two kinds of wagons. 
VI. Stubble Land. 
(a) Grown in cow peas the previous year; ground soft. Narrow tires 
cut ruts 14 inches deep first run. Broad tires cut rut about 3 to 4 inches 
deep. Four horses were required to pull the narrow tired wagon. Length 
of run 400 feet. Trial made February 8, 1896. 
Average draft . 
Narrow tires . . .. ..... . ....... . . . . . ... . .. .. ... .. .. . ..... 758.1 pounds 
Broad tires. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. ... ..... . . .. . .. . ... 538.7 t, 
Difference In favor of broad tires . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 219.4 It 
Percentage difference. .. . .. .. . . .. .... . ......... .. . . .. 40. 
(b) Wheat stubble. Dry, smooth and comparatively free from 
weeds. Neither set of wheels made appreciable ruts. Length of run 400 
feet. Trial made September 12, 1896. 
Average draft. 
Narrow tires. . . . . . . .... . ..... . . ... ... . .... . ..... . 298.5 pounds 
Broad ·tires . . .. '. . . . . ... .. ...... . ... ... ...... . .. . .. . . . . 222. " 
Difference in favor of broad tires.. . . . . . . . . .. ...... ... . . . 76.5 II 
Percentage difference. . . . . . . ............... . ... ... .. .. 34.4 
(0) C(}l"n stubble free from weeds, nearly dry enough to plow. Sur-
face smooth and nearly level. Length of run 400 feet. Trial made March 
27, 1896.' 
IC) <) 
( '/ ) Illu<:'gl'a,' sod, Illoi sl. hili Ilot Holl. Ulil r ill I,y II nr,'IlW I, i l'(" :1 
ill ~ h f's lil' !'I' ; br oad lil'o I'll I 1'1 '0111 I - I ill cli 10 OIH' ill (,I,; I llng lli Ill' rlill ~1l11 
f'er t, 'l ' I'ial 1111\(1" il l:II'!, ], I !I , 1K!17, 
,\I al'l'o w I il'c 
11,,():ld tiro, 
I )ill'CI'0 1H' 0 ill 1:11'01' nl' bl'uad I ii" ', 
l 'cl'c t' "lagt\ tlifTc l'(l I1 ('O 
,\ v('rago draf'l, 
,,-In l ,5 pOIIIIlI , 
:11Ii. ~ 
:! i,(i 
( ' ) 1111I<:' g1'1IRS sod , 1I,,,i , 1, :lIld S() lIl c'wli :Ii soI'L, ' " 111,, " ill 11 ,(1 jJl ' I' ('edill~ 
1'1111. Illll.llllllir li~' 11:11'1'01\' Ii I'(' 1'0111' ill"I." s .1""1' ; 1'111.111:1«" h,I' 1)1''':ld lin' 
)\:Irrn w Tire Hili t}.S Inc hes D eep . Broad Tire HUI 2.7 J n c l l(:~ f) t,' c'l'. 
FIU 'II'f' I':. (,'(H' II ""lft ./Il.flt ilJ'/1 (' II o ll (J h 10 ,dnu'. TII (' two 11'''00110'' 1'1111 ill .-.(' I"" ·U( '-
I,'o d,',." Fur dJ'at' I r 8 1 Hf'C IUlf/" fJ () ~. 
fl'om 1 .. ~ to one inch deep, FOl' nbout twonty feot i n tLi a run the groun d 
WI1S so soft thnt tho bronc! tl1'('\ cut, a rut fl'om on e 1.0 two i ncll r s del'p, On 
I ho snme spot the nart'OW tire rut WI1S from 7 Lo 8 inch es de<"p, L ength 
or l' lID , 400 feet, 'l'rial made Marcil 1!I, 1807, 
:">.'al't'OW t ires"" , , 
Ihoacl tires" " , , ',' 
Diffor ence in favor of brOAd tires, " , , , " " " . . " 
Her ntage difference ,., 
A ve l'ago clI'aCt , 
, , ,578,5 pon nl l s 
. . ~1 36.2 d 
. . . 142.3 If 
" . , R2 .6 
As in thc case of th e mo wi ng lands , fi ve runs we re I11nd c 
o n b lu cgrass pastures , coverin g the diffe rent condi tions of sur-
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W;\~' O Il h e d Ill' furtlier d i m i lli ~ hcd II)' ~ liortc llillg tlic :1"le th c 
e!illi clllt ,1' ill tlll'l1ill g is fllrther illl'rC;l se d. \ ' icw ill g' tliis mall e r 
frolll the poillt of pllbli c iJ1t('rc ~t, it \\'oldd see m to h e h e tter 
policy to CO Il Ce l1tr:lt c all e ffo rt ~ Oil tlie s ill1ple pro p osi ti') 11 of ill -
ducillg the farm ers and tea mste rs to u~e hrond tircs, Hnd not 
compli ca te t li e qllc sti o ll with fe: ltllrc s of dO ll l,tf li l \' :dlle whi c h 
wou le! ill\'oh'C :1 l1late r ia l m o d ific :lt iOJ1 o[ th e fOl'll1 of th c wag-
e!l i s now hllilt for C0 l11111 0 n farm alld ro ad pllrp O~l'S, :lntl m o re 
o r Ic s inCOIl\'cnil'llce to tli e Ii se rs of tlie same, 
Fi{/. 1-1.- '1'11 1' lJ"I I I'/1f ot , ,-/rlp 7 "il' (>[1 O Il fI 1·001' ( 'ON II /I' II Hond .- ft' ro m 7 '11 1' 
(}c' ullt'", "11 l"(l I ' UI (',', 
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